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4. **Rationale:**

Epigenetics provides a dynamic mechanistic framework for exploring the interaction between environmental factors, such as socioeconomic adversity, with the genome to ultimately alter disease risk. Epigenetics is also providing new targets for prevention and treatment. Yet, most epigenetic studies of human diseases have been conducted in European ancestry populations, cross-sectional in design, and have been conducted with little replication and insufficient consideration of how socioeconomic or cultural factors may either mediate the underlying disease pathogenesis, or drive diseases which then shape the epigenetic profiles of individuals living with that disease.

Socioeconomic adversity is an established social determinant of health. Yet, it is unclear how socioeconomic adversity becomes translated into greater obesity burden, poor health and may contribute to the current racial disparities in the United States (U.S.). In the U.S., individuals of African American (AA) ancestry have elevated burden of obesity, hypertension, insulin resistance, impaired glucose metabolism, and other ensuing cardiometabolic diseases, compared to other U.S. populations. Yet, epigenetics has only recently begun to include more diverse populations, such as AAs, and consider their most pressing health concerns.

The epigenetic event of DNA methylation at cytosines proximal to guanine nucleotides (CpG) may represent a mechanism through which stressful exogenous life experiences such as socioeconomic adversity may become embodied. For example, a growing body of literature (see systematic review) supports the role of socioeconomic adversity in early life in patterning adulthood methylation profiles. However, the extent to which this association is mediated by prior obesity is unclear (investigated in Aim A below). It remains an open question if any longitudinal association between socioeconomic adversity and methylation profiles is independent of changes in obesity status (Aim B below). Lastly, methylation profiles at specific loci related to socioeconomic adversity may have a complex pattern of association with obesity across the adult life course, which warrants further study (Aim C below).

Thus, the identification of epigenetic factors that associate with socioeconomic disparities for obesity in AAs, in addition to those already described in small studies of European descent, may allow for additional insights into the biologic pathways influenced by socioeconomic adversity and thus new public health interventions aimed at minimizing racial/ethnic health disparities. Moreover, the discovery of epigenetic variation influencing obesity-related traits has the potential to also identify important pathways for disease prediction and treatment.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

**Overall Aim:** To conduct an epigenome wide association analysis (EWAS) of socioeconomic adversity with consideration to overall and central obesity status/measures and directly comparing effects across race/ethnicity, using extant phenotypic and Illumina HumanMethylation 450K Beadchip (HM450K) data in up to 2,900 AA and 1,100 European descent (EUD) participants in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study measured at visit 2 or 3. Additionally, we hope to incorporate the visit 5 measurement of methylation in the ARIC cohort into all of our Aims, but specifically using this additional data in our longitudinal Aim B below.
A) To identify methylation loci associated with adulthood socioeconomic adversity as measured using highest education of the ARIC AA and EUD participants, and then determine if these socioepigenetic associations are independent of earlier measures of overall and central obesity by additionally adjusting for BMI and/or WHR.

B) To examine the extent to which changes in household income associate with changes in methylation profiles, independent of changes in obesity status, or its related quantitative measures: BMI and WHR.

C) Among loci identified in Aims A-B or previously associated with socioeconomic adversity in other populations
   a. To conduct a structural equation model to examine the extent to which the effect of socio-economic adversity measured in adulthood on methylation profiles is 1) mediated by changes in obesity status/measures or 2) predictive of future obesity risk.
   b. To replicate the cross-sectional or longitudinal (if available) findings in the studies of the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology Consortium (CHARGE, see Table below), or similar consortium with data on socioeconomic adversity and methylation.

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

**Study design:** Cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis using methylation data taken from visit 2 or 3 and visit 5 in the ARIC population-based cohort.

**Inclusion:**
- Adults ≥ 45 years of age
- AA and EUD participants

**Exclusion:**
- Individuals < 45 years of age
- Pregnant women
- Missing epigenetic data or socioeconomic adversity data
- Missing or unrealistic values (+/- 4SD from the mean) for obesity-related measures (body mass index, waist-to-hip ratio)
- Missing covariates (age, PCs, study center, smoking status, sex, and BMI and/or WHR, childhood SEA, parental highest education from SES13, to be used in Aim C only)

**Exposures: Adulthood Socioeconomic Adversity:** Highest Educational Attainment (HOM54 at visit 1), Household Income (HOM62 at visit 1, SES6 at visit 4)

**Outcomes:** Methylation β-values

**Key Covariates:** Body mass index (BMI), waist hip ratio (WHR) in adulthood (as captured during one of the clinical examinations; BMI at 25 years of age (Aim A and C only)

**Genotype data:**
- HM450 or EPIC array (as available)

**Summary data analysis:**
**Discovery Analyses.** To determine if socioeconomic adversity in adulthood associates with site specific β-values of CpG methylation probes and if this is mediated by obesity (tested in Aims A-B; see Figure 1A-B below) or another driver of obesity risk (tested in Aim C; see Figure 2 below).

We will analyze both obesity using established thresholds (e.g. \( \geq 30 \text{ kg/m}^2 \)) as well as using related quantitative measures taken during the clinical examinations (i.e. BMI and WHR), to determine if the mediation by obesity is primarily acting through overall or central adiposity. Additionally, in Aims A and C, we may also explore replacing BMI from the clinical examinations with a measure of early adulthood overall obesity, as captured as BMI at 25 years of age (=self-reported weight in kg at 25 years/visit 1 height in m\(^2\)).
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**Figure 1. Directed Acyclic Graphs of the relationship between socioeconomic adversity, obesity, and CpG Methylation in the ARIC Study, as modeled in Aims A and B.**

In Aims A-B (see Figure 1A-B above), we will employ linear model in R with adulthood socioeconomic adversity (or their change) as the independent variable, and methylation β values (or their change) as the dependent variable. If missingness of any socioeconomic adversity variable(s) exceeds 10% we will consider multiple imputation of the socioeconomic adversity variable, as has been previously implemented by Dr. Whitsel within an EWAS context. In order to account for batch effects, we will use COMBAT to generate standardized methylation β values, accounting for 10 principal components scores (PCs) from the HM450 array and WBC count. Additionally, the following variables will be tested for inclusion as potential fixed effects: study center, sex, age, current smoking status, current alcohol consumption, current physical activity, 10 PCs of previously collected genetic data to account for potential confounding by genetic ancestry. Additionally, in Aim A we will adjust for BMI and/or WHI measured at visit 1 and in Aim B changes in obesity status or its related measures between visit 2-5. In Aims A-B, we may explore the impact of additional adjustments for childhood socioeconomic adversity (SES13 capturing their parent highest level of education), to estimate the independent impact of adulthood socioeconomic adversity on obesity. The final choice of covariates will be based on the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) algorithm for linear regression models to choose the best fit model for detecting socioepigenomic loci. BMA will be implemented using the R package BMS v0.3.0.
Figure 2. Proposed structural equation model in Aim C to capture the direct and indirect (shown in wide lined arrows) pathways connecting socioeconomic adversity, obesity, and CpG Methylation in the longitudinal data of the ARIC Study.

In the first phase of Aim C, we will use Mplus to generate a structural equation model (see Figure 2 above) to simultaneously assess the direct and indirect effects between adulthood socioeconomic adversity, methylation and obesity each measured at up to two time points, independent of the key confounders identified in Aims A-B (light blue box). The advantage of this particular approach is that it can account for missingness using full information maximum likelihood as well as investigate the direction of effect of any variables that are measured concurrently.

**Replication Analyses in the second phase Aim C.** Socioepigenomic association p values $<1.03 \times 10^{-7}$ (chip-wide significance [CWS] corrected for number of CpG variants tested) for each socioeconomic adversity trait will be carried forward for replication in participating/interested CHARGE studies (see Table below for estimates of minimum sample sizes of possible collaborating CHARGE studies), or other consortium with similar socioeconomic measures and methylation data. Perhaps the largest and most diverse replication cohort for this study would be the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI). We estimate that we would be able to replicate our ARIC findings among at least 4,633 women (1,183 AAs, 2,744 EAs and 706 Hispanic/Latinas), as well as to replicate our longitudinal findings from Aim B in up to 243 women.

Given the different analytic strategies and cell types used among the replication studies, we will conduct a sample size-weighted meta-analysis implemented in METAL. Replication will be defined as consistent direction of the beta coefficient, and a CWS meta-analysis p value.

**Limitations/challenges:** The methods discussed herein may be supplemented or altered as newly established methods develop. I will discuss my preferred analytical method with respect to its specific limitations, and propose an alternative should such limitations arise.
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